




sical synthesis” is widely acknowledged (D’Autume 2000; Lucas [1980]
1981; Weintraub 1979), his name is generally forgotten when it comes
to the history of IS-LM (e.g., see Darity and Young 1995). The aim of
this essay is to ﬁll this gap.
To this end, I compare Patinkin’s contribution, especially Money, In-
terest, and Prices (1956), his major work, with that of Franco Modiglia-
ni.TherepresentativecharacterofModigliani’sworksjustiﬁeshischoice
as the emblematic IS-LM author. Two of his articles need to be consid-
ered.Theﬁrst,a1944article,developedtheworkinitiatedbyJohnHicks
and set out what became the standard version of IS-LM (DeVroey 2000;
Kouri 1986; Leijonhufvud 1994).1 The second, a 1963 paper, updated
the 1944 model.According toWilliam Darity andWarrenYoung (1995),
this updated model is the apex of IS-LM.
Patinkin’s originality lies in his analyzing the IS-LM model with a
Walrasian methodology. What Patinkin proposed was actually an alter-
native to Modigliani’s version of IS-LM and, for that matter, a superior
model. However, although Patinkin’s 1956 book exerted an important
I wish to thank Andres Alvarez, Alain Béraud, and Carlo Benetti for helpful discussions. I am
especially grateful to Michel De Vroey for his comments and encouragements. Any error or
omission remains my responsibility.
1. “The ‘income-expenditure theory’ criticized in my 1968 book was, of course, basically
the mainstream macroeconomics descended from Hicks’ 1937 paper via Franco Modigliani’s
almost equally inﬂuential 1944 contribution” (Leijonhufvud 1994, 147).Patinkin on IS-LM 191
inﬂuence, his model was never considered as an alternative to standard
IS-LM.
In section 1, I present Modigliani’s 1944 paper. In section 2, I show
how Patinkin’s method allowed him to develop a superior version of
IS-LM. In section 3, I consider the content of Modigliani’s 1963 pa-




In what follows, I use the label IS-LM to characterize a set of sim-
pliﬁed general equilibrium models sharing a common basic framework.
This deﬁnition implies that the label IS-LM cannot be restricted to ﬁxed-
price models. Such restriction is historically inadequate, since Hicks
(1937)assumesﬂexiblepricesalongsiderigidwages.Actually,threesub-
types of IS-LM models should be separated: the market-clearing, or
“classical” version, with ﬂexible wages and ﬂexible prices; and two un-
employment versions, the ﬁrst with rigid wages and ﬂexible prices and
the second with both wages and prices being rigid.
1. Modigliani 1944:An Overview
Modigliani’s 1944 paper, “Liquidity Preference and the Theory of Inter-
est and Money,” decisively inﬂuenced the development of macro-
economics. Its contribution was threefold. First, it recast Hicks’s IS-LL
model in a new way, allowing for a sharper contrast between its classical
and its Keynesian cases. Second, it defended the traditional dichotomy
between the real and the monetary sectors and clariﬁed the debate over
the determination of the interest rate. Third, it comprised one of the ﬁrst
dynamic analyses of the IS-LM model. I insist on the latter because it
reveals a basic defect of Modigliani’s approach, the lack of an adequate
method to deal with general equilibrium.
IS-LM and the Nature of Keynes’s Contribution
Modigliani’sarticlecontainedtwoversionsofIS-LM,amarket-clearing,
or classical, version and a Keynesian one. The main difference between
them concerned money wages. In the classical model, both wages and
prices were ﬂexible; in the Keynesian model, prices were still ﬂexible192 Goulven Rubin
butmoneywagesweredownwardrigid.Asaresult,theKeynesianmodel
comprised two main regimes. If the quantity of money was sufﬁciently
large,wagerigiditywasnoteffective.TheKeynesianmodelbehavedlike
the classical model. If the quantity of money was too low, wage rigidity
was effective and the model featured unemployment.
As stressed by Michel De Vroey (2000), Modigliani’s contribution
represented a crucial step in the evolution from Hicks’s 1937 “Mr.
Keynes and the ‘Classics’” to the received interpretation of IS-LM. In
Hicks 1937, both the classical and the Keynesian models included ex-
ogenous wages. The Keynesian theory differed from the classical only
when the money demand became inﬁnite, that is, in the liquidity trap
case. Hence Hicks concluded that the Keynesian theory was the “eco-
nomics of depression” instead of a general theory. In contrast, accord-
ing to Modigliani, Keynes’s theory was truly “general,” for the Keynes-
ian model included the classical model as a particular case. Moreover,
Modigliani (1944, 65) claimed that the key aspect of the Keynesian the-
ory was the assumption of downward wage rigidity rather than liquidity
preference, for only wage rigidity was sufﬁcient to generate an unem-
ployment equilibrium:
It is usually considered as one of the most important achievements
of the Keynesian theory that it explains the consistency of economic
equilibrium with the presence of involuntary unemployment. It is,
however, not sufﬁciently recognized that, except in a limiting case
to be considered later, this result is due entirely to the assumption of
“rigid wages” and not to the Keynesian liquidity preference.
In Modigliani’s view, the liquidity trap was only a part of the Keynesian
theory. It was an important result, for it showed that the market-clearing
model could be deprived of any equilibrium solution: “The very mecha-
nism that tends to bring about full-employment equilibrium in a system
with ‘ﬂexible’ wages” could “break down” (74). Nevertheless, this was
only an extreme case.2
2. It should be noted that there is a gap between Modigliani’s deﬁnition of the liquidity trap
and the trap as derived from his mathematical model. This is the consequence of an error in the
formulation of the ﬁrst versions of IS-LM. Hicks and Modigliani’s models determine a money
income instead of a real income. Consequently, the aggregate demand curve in their models
is of a hyperbolic form (XD = Y/P). This means that, contrary to Modigliani’s statement
(our quotation from 1944, 74), if wages are ﬂexible, his model always has a full-employment
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The Defense of the Traditional Dichotomy and
the Determination of the Interest Rate
In “Say’s Law:A Restatement and Criticism” (1942), Oskar Lange com-
bined Walras’s law and a speciﬁc deﬁnition of Say’s law to show that the
levelofmoneypriceswasindeterminateintheclassicaltheoryofprices.3
Inhis1944article,Modiglianichallengedthiscriticismofthetraditional
dichotomy of real and monetary economics. According to Modigliani
(1944, 69), Say’s law was not an attribute of the classical system. Rather,
the hallmark of the classics was their view that “all the supply and de-
mand functions [except the ones for money] must be homogeneous of
zero degree, if people behave rationally” (46). In accordance with the
traditional approach, the equations concerning the goods markets deter-
mined relative prices, while a monetary equation of the form M = kPX
determinedthepricelevel.Thisdefenseofthetraditionaldichotomywas
reﬂected in the 1944 market-clearing model (67–68, 71). The savings
and investment functions were assumed to be homogeneous of degree
zero with respect to money prices. This allowed Modigliani to multiply
money income by 1/W in each function to obtain the equilibrium con-
dition:
S(r,PX/W) = I(r,PX/W) (1)
Since the equilibrium condition for the labor market and the production
function determined the level of output X and the real wage W/P, this
equation determined the rate of interest.The latter being given, the mon-
etary equation determined the money wage, hence the price level:
M = L[r,W(PX/W)] (2)
This dichotomy also played an important role in Modigliani’s contri-
bution to the debate over the determination of the rate of interest because
it generated the conclusion that the interest rate depended only on “real
factors” as long as wages were ﬂexible (i.e., it was independent of the
quantity of money and of money demand). In contrast, whenever wages
were rigid, the rate of interest was simultaneously determined by real
and monetary factors, that is, by IS and LM.
3. Say’s law, in Lange’s deﬁnition, states that the sum in value of all excess demands, except
the excess demand for money, is identically nil.Walras’s law extends this property to the excess
demand for money. If both “laws” are valid, it means that an economic system of n equilibrium
conditions comprises only n − 2 independent equations for n − 1 money prices.194 Goulven Rubin
The Formation of the “Monetary Equilibrium” and
the Lack of a General Equilibrium Method
Modigliani called the point of intersection of the IS curve and the LM
curve the “monetary equilibrium.” He must be credited for having at-
tempted to account for its formation: “We now ﬁnally proceed to con-
sider the process by which the equilibrium of the system is established”
(1944, 60). While this analysis is a noteworthy aspect of Modigliani’s
contribution, it has often been neglected.4 Modigliani’s reference was
the Marshallian equilibrium theory, an approach conceived to analyze
the adjustment in time of a single market, not the interaction between
the markets for goods and money.
In the Marshallian approach, a distinction is drawn between the short
period equilibrium and the long period, or normal, equilibrium. In the
short period, the quantity supplied is given and price adjusts until de-
mand equals supply. In the long period, the quantity supplied varies until
no agent wants to modify his behavior. Modigliani (1944, 87) attempted
to apply this conceptual scheme to the IS-LM model, as explicitly stated
in the conclusion of the paper:
As we have shown in our model the equality of demand and supply
of loanable funds is the equilibrium condition for the week (or for our
income period) and determines the equilibrium rate of interest (or sys-
tem of rates) for the week. It corresponds to the short-run equilibrium
conditionoftheMarshalliandemandandsupplyanalysis:priceequals
marginal cost. But the stock of money to hold (the supply) tends itself
to change and thus to push the daily rate towards the level at which
the ﬂow of money saving equals the ﬂow of money investment. The
condition (ex ante) saving = (ex ante) investment, corresponds to the
long-run Marshallian condition (under perfect competition): price =
average cost including rent.
In order to apply the Marshallian short period equilibrium concept to
theIS-LMmodel,Modiglianiintroducedaseparationbetweenthetrans-
action demand for money and the speculation demand for money. The
former depended on money income only, the latter on the rate of inter-
est only. Given this separation, Modigliani reformulated the LM relation
4. See,forinstance,DarityandYoung1995.AnexceptionisofferedbyP.J.K.Kouri(1986,
313), who notes that “the second contribution of [Modigliani’s] article was an explicit analysis
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as Sa = Da where Sa ≡ Ms − DT(Y) was the “supply of money to
hold” and Da ≡ Da(r) was the “demand for money to hold.” More-
over, Modigliani deﬁned the adjustment process toward the “monetary
equilibrium” as a sequence of “income periods.” In each income period,
agents decided how to use the income inherited from the preceding pe-
riod. The variable Y in the behavior functions was given within the in-
come period.As a result, Sa was ﬁxed. Modigliani further assumed that
the rate of interest varied until the demand for money Da equaled the
supply Sa. Thereby, the money market equilibrium became tantamount
to the Marshallian short-period equilibrium.
As to the “monetary equilibrium,” suppose, said Modigliani, that for
a given money income, the rate of interest that equilibrates Sa and Da
doesnotequilibratesavingsandinvestment.Aprocessofadjustmentwas
triggered. The supply of money to hold would change from one period
to the other until savings equaled investment. The latter was viewed as
tantamount to the Marshallian long-period equilibrium condition.
Unfortunately, Modigliani’s use of short-period and long-period equi-
libriumwasbesetwithambiguities.First,Modigliani’sspeciﬁcuseofthe
MarshallianmethodturnedtheISscheduleintoanexpressionofthestate
of the money market. That is, LM deﬁned the short-run equilibrium of
this market, IS its long-run equilibrium. “For this purpose we must once
more revert to the money market which we must, this time, consider in
terms of ﬂow rather than in terms of stocks” (1944, 60). So, according to
Modigliani, IS reﬂected the state of the money market in terms of ﬂows.5
Conversely, Modigliani never mentioned the goods market in relation
toIS.Now,ifISwasnothingbutareﬂectionofthemoneymarket,IS-LM
was no longer a general equilibrium model. Put differently, the “mone-
tary equilibrium” was not the simultaneous equilibrium of two differ-
ent markets (goods and money), but the equilibrium of a single market
(money) in the short run and in the long run.
A second problem facing Modigliani’s approach was the discrepancy
that arose between his formalization of the mechanism adjusting savings
and investment, and his verbal account of it. It comes out very clearly
when looking at how Modigliani wrote down the dynamic version of his
model in section 10 of his paper:
Yt − Yt−1 = It(rt,Y t−1) − St(rt,Y t−1) (3)
5. “There are two ways of looking at [the money market]: (a) in terms of ﬂows (savings
and net borrowing) and (b) in terms of stocks” (1944, 54; emphasis added).196 Goulven Rubin
Money income was supposed to diminish discretely as long as savings
exceeded investment. However, when describing the formation of the
“monetary equilibrium” and in commenting on his dynamic model,
Modigliani never referred to this mechanism. To wit, here is how he
presented “the process by which the equilibrium of the system is estab-
lished”: “If net savings exceeds net borrowing then, on balance, the sup-
ply of money to hold will increase above the level of the previous period,
say Da0. But at the old rate of interest (r0) people will not want to hold
extra supply; they will therefore try to purchase securities and thus will
lower the rate of interest” (61).
Modigliani’s reasoning was globally correct. If savings exceeded in-
vestment at the equilibrium rate of interest of period one, the supply of
moneytoholdwouldexceedthedemandofmoneytoholdinperiodtwo.
The missing link was that Modigliani should have said that excess sav-
ings in period one triggered a fall in money income. Consequently, the
transaction demand for money declined in period two and Sa increased.
Oddly enough, Modigliani never mentioned this mechanism.A possible
explanation is that the status of money income as an adjustment variable
of the money market was quite difﬁcult to justify.
In short, Modigliani’s paper lacked an adequate method to deal with
a general equilibrium.
2. Patinkin’s Money, Interest, and Prices
In Money, Interest, and Prices (1956), Patinkin presented two macro
models, a market-clearing and a market-nonclearing one, without mak-
ing clear their relation to IS-LM.6 Nonetheless, some evidence exists
suggesting that they derived from this apparatus. For what concerns the
ﬁxed-price model (1956, chap. 13, sec. 4), Patinkin indicated in 1990
that “the interpretation presented in chapter XIII: 4 and XIV: 1 and 3 of
the 1956 and subsequent (1965 and 1989) editions of my Money, Inter-
est and Prices is essentially that of IS-LM” (1990, 213). In contrast, he
never used the label IS-LM to characterize his market-clearing model.
Yet the titles of the chapters of Money, Interest, and Prices in which
Patinkin presented his macro models, “TheWorkings of the Model: Full
Employment” and the “Workings of the Model: Involuntary Unemploy-
ment,”suggestthattheyweresubtypesofabroaderapparatus.Moreover,
6. HealludestoIS-LMonlyoncetopointtotheparallelbetweenoneofhisdiagrams(1956,
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the idea that the basic structure of Patinkin’s “full employment” model
was essentially that of IS-LM is supported by this assertion taken from
a paper preceding the publication of Money, Interest, and Prices: “This
model is essentially Keynesian in nature, in so far as its basic compo-
nents are an aggregate demand function and a liquidity-preference func-
tion which depends upon the rate of interest” (1954, 124).
These elements support the claim that Patinkin borrowed the skeleton
of his macro models from Hicks and Modigliani. The originality of his
contribution stemmed from its outrightWalrasian inspiration. The result
of this “Walrasation”7 of IS-LM was a superior apparatus, for, as I now
want to show, Patinkin’s version of IS-LM was clearer and more consis-
tent than Modigliani’s 1944 model.
Patinkin’s Method
As the subtitle of Money, Interest, and Prices indicated, Patinkin’s aim
was to integrate “monetary and value theory.” This aim was pursued
both at the microeconomic level (part 1 of the book) and at the macro-
economic level (part 2), but its meaning differed slightly in each case.
At the microeconomic level, the subject of analysis was the Walrasian
model of a pure exchange economy. At the macroeconomic level, the
subject of analysis was IS-LM, but IS-LM developed and analyzed as if
itsfoundationscouldbederivedfromtheWalrasiantheory.ForPatinkin,
this attempt to make macroeconomics consistent with theWalrasian the-
ory of prices was a necessary aspect of the “integration of monetary and
value theory” because for him IS-LM belonged to monetary theory.8
Three basic ideas, all drawn from the Walrasian theory, underlie
Patinkin’s method. First, a general equilibrium model represented a mar-
ket system or a set of interrelated markets. This meant that each market
should be represented by a set of equations in the model and that each
equation of the model should refer to a speciﬁc market. In this context,
the term market simply referred to the fact that a certain good had a de-
mand, a supply, and a price.
Second, goods were demanded and supplied by agents whose behav-
ior was bounded by the discipline of the Walrasian budget constraint.
7. This expression is borrowed from De Vroey 1999a.
8. In Patinkin’s language, “monetary theory” comprised the quantity theory of money and
Keynes’s unemployment theory, hence classical and Keynesian macroeconomics (cf. the title of
Patinkin’s 1976 essay about the genesis of the General Theory: “Keynes’Monetary Thought”).198 Goulven Rubin
Thisconstraintstatedthat,pricesbeinggiven,thevalueofagents’spend-
ings should always equilibrate the value of their resources. The budget
constraint was unique, which meant that each agent decided simultane-
ously what his or her demands would be on all the markets of the econ-
omy. Walras’s law, stating that, whatever the vector of prices, the sum in
value of all market excess demands was identically equal to zero, could
be derived from the aggregation of all budget constraints.
Third, Patinkin considered that assessing the logical existence of gen-
eral equilibrium was insufﬁcient. The issue of its formation also had to
be addressed. This was the role played by the Walrasian tâtonnement.
The tâtonnement was primarily a representation of how “a free market
economy ﬁnds its way towards the equilibrium position” (1956, 36). In
this respect, it implied a set of assumptions (the metaphorical auction-
eer, the recontracting assumption) ensuring that it “necessarily brings
the economic system to that same set of prices yielded by a direct math-
ematical solution of the system of excess-demand equations” (378). But
tâtonnement was also the “method of successive approximation” (32,
152) enabling the theorist to decompose the process of adjustment of
the market system. This method was based on the general application of
the law of demand.Any disequilibrium on one market triggered an equi-
librating variation of the price on this market. Yet it also impinged on
the state of other markets. Variations of other prices were induced that
would, in turn, react on the initial market.
IS-LM as a Market System
Contrary to Modigliani, Patinkin deﬁned explicitly his model as the rep-
resentation of a market system. Yet, as is normal in a macroeconomic
perspective, the numerous markets of microeconomics were reduced to
a small number of representative markets: “In particular we forego mi-
croeconomic detail and work instead with an aggregative model which
divides all the goods of the economy into four composite categories: la-
borservices,commodities,bondsandmoney.Toeachofthesecategories
there corresponds a market, a price, an aggregate demand function and
anaggregatesupplyfunction”(1956,125).Asaconsequenceofthisgen-
eral approach, Patinkin replaced the savings-investment equation by an
equation relating the demand and the supply for commodities. Admit-
tedly, this modiﬁcation was minor insofar as both equations were equiv-
alent (chap. 11, sec. 6). Still, it eliminated the ambiguity surroundingPatinkin on IS-LM 199
IS in Modigliani’s paper. “This decision has been based on the fact that
suchaconcept[savings]isoutofplaceinananalyticalframeworkwhich
viewstheeconomyasconsistingofanumberofgoods,eachwithaprice,
and each with a market. For savings are clearly not a good, they have no
price, and they are not themselves transacted on a market” (186).
Following the same logic, Patinkin introduced explicitly the bonds
market in his macroeconomic model. The model then appeared as a sys-







































Next, using Walras’s law and a set of simplifying assumptions related to
the labor market, Patinkin showed how his four-equations model could
be reduced to the interaction between two different markets (goods and
bonds or goods and money).
Thereby he was able to avoid Modigliani’s tortuous concept of “mon-
etary equilibrium.” The general equilibrium of the “full employment”
macro model was simply the situation in which prices were such that de-
mandequaledsupplyoneachmarket.PatinkinusedWalras’slawtoshow
that the system contained only three independent equations for three un-
known variables and explained that he took “this equality between the
number of equations and unknowns as justifying the reasonableness of
the assumption that this system of equations does have a solution” (152).
Tâtonnement and the “Working” of the Model
The use of Walras’s law and of the tâtonnement device allowed Patinkin
to account verbally for the adjustment process leading to equilibrium in
the various versions of the IS-LM model.200 Goulven Rubin
The tâtonnement method was perfectly appropriate for the analysis
of the market-clearing model. Like Modigliani, Patinkin conducted a
thought experiment. He deﬁned a situation in which the goods market
was in equilibrium but the bonds market was in excess demand. Next,
with the help of the law of demand and supply, he showed how this sit-
uation resulted in a process of interaction between the two markets. The
disequilibrium on the bonds market induced an adjustment of the price
for bonds. This adjustment had a stabilizing inﬂuence on this market yet
a destabilizing inﬂuence on the goods market; that is, the rate of interest
fell so that aggregate demand for goods rose. This new disequilibrium
on the goods market induced a fall of the price level, which had a stabi-
lizing effect on both the goods and the bonds markets.These forces were
assumed to bring the system back toward general equilibrium.9
Patinkin also used the tâtonnement approach for his market nonclear-
ing model. If a disequilibrium on the goods market was assumed to in-
duceavariationofthepricelevel,howcouldoneaccountforthefactthat
income became the adjustment variable in the model with unemploy-
ment? This was the question addressed in chapter 13 of Money, Interest,
and Prices. According to him, some impediment on the adjustment of
aggregate demand toward its market-clearing level was needed. In these
conditions, ﬁrms eventually adjusted production, hence income, to the
level of aggregate demand whatever the level of real wages. Patinkin
(1956, 225) offered a formal representation of this situation in the
“extreme” case where prices and wages were “absolutely rigid.” The
functioning of this model was analyzed just like the functioning of the
market-clearingmodel,usingthe“tâtonnement”method,incomereplac-
ing the price level as the adjustment variable for the goods market.
Patinkin stressed the connection between his analysis and the IS-LM
analysis of Hicks and Modigliani, neglecting the fact that in their mod-
els only wages were rigid, while both prices and wages were ﬁxed in his
own model.10
9. Of course, Patinkin did not go far enough in the verbal exposition of his experiment. The
ﬁrst reason for this was that an exhaustive description of the evolution of the varying combina-
tions of forces at work during the adjustment process and of their possible effects on the two
markets would rapidly have become too tedious. Hence Patinkin borrowed from Metzler 1951
a graphic apparatus similar to Hicks’s IS-LM graphic but designed for the full-employment
case. And since this phase diagram hardly provided a proof of stability, in his “mathematical
appendix” Patinkin eventually proceeded to analyze algebraically the conditions for stability
of a dynamic version of his model.
10.AccordingtoPatinkin,theKeynesiantheoryhadtodemonstratethataperfectlycompet-
itivesystemwithpriceandwageﬂexibilitycouldsufferfromchronicunemployment.HenceitsPatinkin on IS-LM 201
Patinkin’smethodalsoclariﬁedtheadjustmentmechanismofthe“rig-
id wage-cum-ﬂexible price” IS-LM model. In such a framework, the
price level was the adjustment variable of XD and XS, hence of I and
S. An excess demand for goods induced a fall of prices, the real wage
increased, and the desired aggregate supply for goods decreased until
XS = XD (1956, 223–24). This analysis ran counter to Modigliani’s
claimthatincomewastheadjustmentvariableforthegoodsmarket.This
was true only when prices as well as wages were “absolutely rigid.”
False Dichotomy, Monetary Illusion,
and the Real Balance Effect
Another improvement made by Patinkin was his correction of a contra-
diction involved in Modigliani’s full-employment model, a particular in-
stance of the “false dichotomy” between the real and the monetary sec-
tor.
Patinkin (1947, 1949a, 1956) generalized Lange’s criticism by show-
ingdirectly,thatis,withoutreferencetoSay’slaw,thattheassumptionof
zero-degree homogeneity was inconsistent with the use of the Cambrid-
gian monetary equation. The key of his demonstration wasWalras’s law.
If all market excess demands, save the excess demand for money, were
homogeneous of degree zero with respect to the price level, the excess
demand for money should also share this property because of Walras’s
law. This was in contradiction with the speciﬁcation of the traditional
monetary equation (M = kPX), which stated that the excess demand
for money was not homogeneous with respect to P. As soon as the IS-
LM model was considered as a system of interrelated markets consis-
tent with Walras’s law, Patinkin’s criticism applied. Modigliani claimed
that only the excess demand for money was not homogeneous of de-
gree zero. Therefore, it had to be inferred that the excess demand for
bonds was also homogeneous of degree zero. In this case, Modigliani’s
object was “the dynamic workings of an economy in disequilibrium” (Patinkin 1956, 224; on
the origin of this aspect of Patinkin’s thought, see Rubin 2002a and 2002b). Obviously, IS-LM
was not an appropriate vehicle for this conception. Patinkin thus developed an interpretation
of the ﬁxed-price version of IS-LM in accordance with his interpretation of the theory of in-
voluntary unemployment. Either it was a limiting case of the Keynesian theory, as in Money,
Interest,andPrices (chap. 13, sec. 4), or it was the reﬂection of the state of an economic system
in disequilibrium at a point in time. It was like a snapshot of the economy during its adjust-
ment process. Prices were given but not rigid. They were bound to change under the pressure
of disequilibrium on the markets for goods and labor. This last interpretation appeared in later
works (Patinkin 1974, 1990a, and 1990b).202 Goulven Rubin
monetary equation (equation [6] above) was inconsistent with his equi-
librium conditions for the labor and the goods market and with his im-
plicit equation for the bonds market.
Patinkin also provided a solution to the indeterminacy of the price
level in the Walrasian model through the introduction of real balances
in the excess demand functions. The key concept in this respect was the
Walrasian budget constraint. In a monetary economy, agents held money
balances.Insofarastheyactedinaccordancewiththeirbudgetrestraints,
any variation of the price level had to affect their expenses. A price in-
crease reduced the real value of their money balance. Therefore, the de-
mands for goods, bonds, and money had to decrease. This real balance
effect still existed in the aggregate if money was a net wealth for the
economic system as a whole or if the value of money balances was not
canceled by the value of some private debts (Patinkin 1948, 550).
Real demand functions were now homogeneous of zero degree with
respect to P and M. Therefore the inconsistency affecting Modigliani’s
classical model disappeared. The classical dichotomy between a real
sector and a monetary sector also vanished, yet the neutrality of money
could still be demonstrated. In the context of a system with price and
wage ﬂexibility and no distribution effects, this result depended only on
the absence of monetary illusion (Patinkin 1954, 1956).
The Debate over the Determination of
the Rate of Interest
Patinkin’s introduction of the bonds market clariﬁed the debate over the
determination of the interest rate. For Modigliani, the issue was whether
the rate of interest was determined by IS or by LM. Patinkin’s general
equilibrium approach showed how irrelevant this issue was. The rate of
interest was primarily related to the bonds market, since it was the re-
ciprocal of bonds’ price. Nonetheless, like all prices, it was generally
determined simultaneously by all the equations of the model. Hence the
determination of the rate of interest by IS was necessarily due to some
specialassumptionsimplicitlymadebyModigliani,namely,theabsence
of real balance effect on the goods market.
The Liquidity Trap
According to Hicks (1937), Lange (1938), and Modigliani (1944), the
liquidity trap was the consequence of an inﬁnite money demand. ThisPatinkin on IS-LM 203
deﬁnitionwasbasedonan“individual-experiment,”toborrowPatinkin’s
expression (1956, 15). To check its validity, it was necessary to examine
how an isolated agent reacted to a change in the rate of interest. Hicks,
Lange, and Modigliani all assumed that when the rate of interest reached
acertainvalue,“individuals’”moneydemandsbecameinﬁnite.Thisfea-
ture no longer held when the budget constraint was brought into the pic-
ture.Assuming that agents respected their budget constraints, an inﬁnite
money demand required inﬁnite resources. The only possible source of
such inﬁnite resources was an inﬁnite bonds supply: “But an individual
who plans an inﬁnite supply of bonds is for some reasons unconcerned
with his obligation to make interest payments on these bonds. Hence if
the amount supplied is inﬁnite at any positive rate of interest, it must
be so at all rates. Under this assumption, it follows that the demand for
money would also be inﬁnite at all positive rates” (1956, 149). In other
words, Hicks’s deﬁnition of the liquidity trap amounted to the assump-
tion that agents did not respect their intertemporal budget constraints.
Conversely, if this constraint was to hold, the liquidity trap could not be
the consequence of an “individual-experiment.”
Next, Patinkin showed that this phenomenon could still appear as a
“market experiment,” that is, as the result of the interaction between dif-
ferent individuals on the marketplace.The form of the demand for bonds
was decisive here. Suppose that the aggregate demand for bonds became
nil when the rate of interest reached a low value. As soon as this low
value was reached, any increase in the money supply could no longer
ﬁnance an increase in the demand for bonds, for this demand was nil.
If, in addition, it was supposed that agents did not spend any additional
real balances on the goods market (i.e., if there was no real balance ef-
fect on the goods market), then the only effect of this increase would be
an increase in money demand. In these conditions, an inﬁnite increase
in money supply would ﬁnance an inﬁnite increase of money demand
(Patinkin 1956, 245–49). This implied that an LM curve built on the as-
sumption of a constant money supply could not present a ﬂat portion. In
the (r,X) space, the phenomenon of the liquidity trap would be reﬂected
by the curve expressing the equilibrium condition for the bonds market
rather than by the shape of the LM curve. Beyond a certain amount of
money supply, this curve would appear as a horizontal straight line and
deﬁne a minimum rate of interest.204 Goulven Rubin
Walras’s Law and Unemployment
The ﬁnal important clariﬁcation introduced by Patinkin that I want to
discuss concerns the use of Walras’s law. The latter was implicitly in-
voked by Modigliani to justify the exclusion of the bonds market from
IS-LM analysis.11Yet if this procedure was perfectly correct in the case
of a market-clearing model, it became problematic when applied to a
model with unemployment. Patinkin was the ﬁrst to raise this issue in a
1958 paper titled “Liquidity Preference and Loanable Funds: Stock and
FlowAnalysis.”
In this paper, Patinkin analyzed an unemployment equilibrium model
based on ﬁxed prices and wages. Unemployment equilibrium meant that
the labor market was in excess supply, whereas the markets for goods,
bonds, and money were in equilibrium. Such an outcome contradicted
Walras’s law as deﬁned by Patinkin at the beginning of his paper: “If any
n − 1 excess-demand equations are satisﬁed, the remaining one must
also be satisﬁed” (300), hence the remark that “at ﬁrst sight, then, there
would seem to be no place for the operation of Walras’law” (314).
Clearly, such a result was hardly acceptable for Patinkin, since Wal-
ras’s law was a basic instrument of his analysis of the ﬁxed-price version
of IS-LM. For instance, it allowed him to state that “the curve MM [or
LM] must, of course, also pass through the points” (1956, 229), the point
of intersection of his IS curve and of the curve expressing the locus of all
equilibrium in the bonds market. Likewise, in his 1958 paper, Patinkin
used Walras’s law to show that there was no difference between a theory
of interest based on the equation for bonds (a “loanable funds theory”)
and a theory based on the money equation (a “liquidity preference the-
ory”). In order to extend this conclusion to the case of involuntary un-
employment, he had to show that Walras’s law applied in this case, too.
Patinkin’s escape consisted of modifying the households’budget con-
straint. Drawing from the idea that in a situation of involuntary unem-
ployment workers’ incomes were determined by ﬁrms’ labor demands,
hesubstitutedND forNS inthehouseholdbudgetconstraint:“Theright-
hand side of the household account reﬂects our assumption that wage
earners passively expect to receive whatever employers plan to pay;
hence the term ND appears there as well as on the left-hand side of the
11. “Without the beneﬁt of that crutch, in my 1944 paper I was led in the formal model of
section 2, to drop any explicit reference to the bond market–implicitly treated as the redundant
one” (Modigliani 1944, 81). In the text preceding this note, the notion of “redundant market”
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business account” (1958, 315). As a result, the aggregation of agents’
budget constraints yielded a modiﬁed Walras’s law that was restricted to
three markets: the markets for goods, bonds, and money. This relation
could then be used to analyze the unemployment versions of IS-LM.
To conclude this section, my above analysis clearly indicates that
Patinkin’s model was more consistent than Modigliani’s 1944 IS-LM
model. In the main, the framework of Patinkin’s macro model was basi-
callysimilartoModigliani’s:afour-marketsystemwiththesamesimpli-
fying assumptions to deal with the labor market; the same treatment of
expectations; aggregate demand split in two components, consumption
and investment; a liquidity preference function; and a market for bonds.
But Patinkin’s use of theWalrasian method clariﬁed the properties of the
system. Moreover, as seen, it eliminated many of the inconsistencies of
Modigliani’s article. What remains to be studied is the fate of Patinkin’s
version of IS-LM.
3. Modigliani’s Monetary Mechanism
Modigliani’s 1963 article, “The Monetary Mechanism and Its Interac-
tion with Real Phenomena,” is an updated version of his 1944 model
examining its implications for monetary theory and for economic pol-
icy. Modigliani refers to that model as a “Mid-50’s model” and says it is
“essentially the model that I would have used had I been writing a com-
parable article at that time (and did actually use in my class lectures)”
(1963, 79). My purpose here is to assess Patinkin’s inﬂuence on Modi-
gliani’s revised model.
In the ﬁrst part of his paper, Modigliani listed ﬁve modiﬁcations in-
troduced in his 1963 model and distinguishing it from his 1944 model:
(1)“explicitrelianceonageneralequilibriumformulation”;(2)“explicit
treatment of the bond market” and introduction of a private banking sec-
tor; (3) “improvements in the consumption and investment functions”;
(4) “correction of the faulty formulation of the homogeneity properties
of the consumption, investment and demand for money functions”; and
(5) “use of a more convenient and effective device for expressing the hy-
pothesis of wage rigidity.” Patinkin’s inﬂuence is obvious for several of
these modiﬁcations.As far as the ﬁrst is concerned, the “explicit reliance
on a general equilibrium formulation” (1963, 80) was a novelty whose
deﬁnition paraphrased the introduction of chapter 9 of Money, Interest,
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terms of markets, one for each commodity, with each market in turn de-
scribedby(a)supplyconditions,(b)demandconditions,and(c)clearing
of market or equilibrium conditions, of which one is redundant (Wal-
ras’law)” (1963, 80–81). Thus, Modigliani adopted Patinkin’s idea that
a general equilibrium model represented a market system. The “explicit
treatment of the bond market” (81) was also borrowed from Patinkin.
The same was true for the “correction of the faulty formulation of the
homogeneity properties of the consumption, investment, and demand
for money functions” (82). The assumption that “the real demand for
consumption, investment, and money is homogeneous of zero degree in
money income, wealth, and prices” and the fact that “this property is
an implication of rational behavior” (82) were the results of Patinkin’s
investigations.
Modigliani’s new formalization of wage rigidity (1963, 82) must also
be viewed as an indirect consequence of Patinkin’s criticisms. In 1944,
Modigliani associated wage rigidity with the assumption of a horizontal
supply curve of labor. Patinkin (1947, 1949b, 1956) had shown that this
was an unsatisfactory representation of involuntary unemployment, be-
cause workers were always “on their supply curve of labor.” Modigliani
was well aware of this criticism, having read Patinkin’s PhD thesis, in
which it was already present. Furthermore, Patinkin expressed this crit-
icism in a letter addressed to Modigliani in April 1948.12 Modigliani’s
abandonment of the “horizontal supply curve of labor” must thus be in-
terpreted as having been prompted by Patinkin. This explains Modiglia-
ni’s insistence on the fact that “the difference between this level of em-
ployment [determined by ND] and the potential supply at W0 is then
‘involuntary unemployment’in the Keynesian sense” (1963, 82).
The two modiﬁcations not inspired by Patinkin were of more sec-
ondary importance. The ﬁrst was the introduction of a private bank-
ing sector in the model. The second consisted in “improvements in the
consumption and investment function and in particular more adequate
recognition of the role of stocks” (81). The latter “improvements” were
the introduction of aggregate labor income NW/P in addition to real
income X in the consumption function and the introduction of the stock
of capital K0 in the investment function. Yet both variables were actu-
ally neglected in the subsequent analysis. The introduction of a banking
sector did not modify the basic structure of the model. Though a useful
12.An analysis of Patinkin’s position on this point and of the problems raised by the “hor-
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reﬁnement, it was hardly new in 1963 after Gurley and Shaw 1960 and
Patinkin 1961.13
In sum, the modiﬁcations of the 1944 model resulted in a set of
equations nearly identical to the equations of Patinkin’s model. There
is, however, one topic on which Modigliani refused to accept Patinkin’s
viewpoint, the issue of the dichotomy between the real and the mone-
tary sector. Modigliani persisted in defending his own deﬁnition of this
dichotomy. To him, Patinkin’s conclusion concerning the neutrality of
money was erroneous: “We proceed ﬁrst to a summary of some impli-
cations of the model within the classical framework of price and wage
ﬂexibility. Its main justiﬁcation is the hope of disposing for good of a
controversy, connected with the names of Pigou and Patinkin, which has
plagued the profession, draining the resources into what strikes me as a
largely barren endeavor” (Modigliani 1963, 83).
Intermsofthesedeﬁnitions,Patinkin’sbasiccontentioncouldbesum-
marizedasfollows:“Inaneconomyrelyingonatokenmoneyasamedi-
um of exchange, the dichotomy does not hold, but under certain condi-
tions money will be neutral....I ti sfound that Patinkin’s contention is
basically unwarranted, although no attempt at rigorous proof is possible
here” (84).
To substantiate his claim, Modigliani analyzed three cases. The ﬁrst
was a model with pure bank money or internal money, the second a
model with government money and no public debt, and the third a model
with public debt. Since in the ﬁrst case the classical dichotomy was valid
and since in the third money was not neutral, Patinkin, he claimed, was
wrong. This criticism is hardly convincing, since it actually boils down
to a summary of different results that could be derived from Patinkin’s
model. That money was not neutral when public debt was introduced
was explicitly recognized in Money, Interest, and Prices (1956, 207).
The case of a system with pure bank money was not analyzed in that
edition. Distribution effects being absent, a variation of P does not af-
fect the goods market, for the resulting variation in the aggregate value
of real money balances is offset by the losses of bank debtors. If, more-
over, full employment is assumed, the rate of interest is determined by
the condition of equilibrium on the goods market so that “the equilib-
rium value of the real variables of the system is independent of both the
13. In the ﬁrst edition of Money, Interest, and Prices, Patinkin explicitly excludes the bank-
ing sector from his analysis, assuming that money is only composed of government money (cf.
1956, 145, 206 n. 17).208 Goulven Rubin
supply and the demand for money” (Modigliani 1963, 84). In this con-
text, Modigliani’s deﬁnition of the dichotomy proves valid. Moreover,
in the absence of real balance effect, the model could contain a liquid-
ity trap. In the second edition of Money, Interest, and Prices, Patinkin
([1965] 1972, 331) admitted the logical validity of Modigliani’s analy-
sis of the pure bank money case. Nevertheless, he hardly considered it
an invalidation of his own conclusions concerning the dichotomy and
the neutrality of money. Modigliani showed that, if some of Patinkin’s
1956 assumptions were removed, his 1944 conclusions held good. In
this sense, his analysis was only an extension of Patinkin’s work. How-
ever, by Modigliani’s own standards, his assumptions were extreme. To
get a model with no real balance effect, he had to assume that the econ-
omy had no central bank and no public debt. For, like Patinkin and most
authors of the neoclassical synthesis, Modigliani considered that money
supplied by the government, or by a central bank, and government bonds
were net wealth.14 Obviously, the model he put forward had only a lim-
ited utility.15
Modigliani’s argumentation about dichotomy and the neutrality of
moneyshowsthatmuchofhis1963papershouldbeviewedasananswer
to Patinkin, yet all in all, Modigliani’s very efforts to evade Patinkin’s
conclusions illustrate the rigor and scope of Patinkin’s model.
The conclusion can then be drawn that Modigliani’s updating of his
1944 model was inspired by Money, Interest, and Prices. However, Mo-
digliani stopped short of adopting theWalrasian dimension of Patinkin’s
approach. In particular, he left aside theWalrasian budget constraint and
the tâtonnement process.
While mentioning Walras’s law, Modigliani was wanting in his con-
sideration of the budget constraints of agents. His analysis of the classi-
cal model (1963, 85) suggests that he considered the decisions of each
agent as a set of separate optimization programs, each with its speciﬁc
constraint. Households made a decision concerning their labor supply,
then they decided how much of their income to save, and, ﬁnally, they
determined the level of their demand for money or the composition of
14. Indeed,Modigliani(1987)wasverycriticalaboutRobertBarro’sRicardianequivalence
theorem (Barro 1974).Yet, ironically, this theorem is the strongest argument to support the idea
that there is nothing else but “inside money” or that the “pure bank money case” is the general
case.
15. To discuss the “role of government monetary and ﬁscal operation” (1963, sec. 4, 93),
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their portfolio. This loose treatment of microfoundations hardly differs
from his approach in the 1944 paper (48–54). Actually, the latter was
more explicit.
No reference to the formation of equilibrium is to be found in the
1963 article.While Modigliani abandoned his 1944 analysis of the short
and long periods, he did not adopt the tâtonnement method. The way
Modigliani uses the word force in his paper illustrates the contrast be-
tween his approach and Patinkin’s. In physics, a force is the cause of
movement. By analogy, in Money, Interest, and Prices, the “market
force” is the pressure an excess demand on one market exerts on the
price of this market. This “force” is thus the immediate cause of price
variations. It is a precise dynamic concept used to analyze the forma-
tion of equilibrium. In Modigliani’s 1963 paper, the word force carries
the same dynamic connotations. Yet its use is actually inappropriate,
since the related analysis is purely static: “It may be useful to state in
plain English the major forces determining equilibrium in the system
described by Model II under the stated assumptions. This mechanism
can be summarized roughly as follows...”(85). The words forces and
mechanism in this passage seem to announce a dynamic analysis. Yet
eventually the “forces determining equilibrium in the system” turn out
to refer to the parameters lying behind the equilibrium conditions of
Modigliani’s model, the “initial stock of capital,” the “preferences for
current and future consumption as compared with leisure,” and so on,
rather than to forces in the strict sense. This loose utilization underlines
Modigliani’s lack of a deﬁnite way to deal with the formation of equi-
librium. Some isolated fragments of dynamic analysis further illustrate
how distant he is from Patinkin in this respect. For instance, when deal-
ing with his market-clearing model with government debt, Modigliani
(1963, 87) states that “an increase in the money supply by increasing
P and reducing real wealth, will tend to increase saving and reduce the
rate of interest to the extent necessary to produce a matching increment
ininvestment.”IncontrasttoPatinkin’stâtonnement approach,thispiece
of analysis implies that the price level is the adjustment variable on the
money market (rather than on the goods market), and the rate of in-
terest the adjustment variable on the goods market (rather than on the
bonds market). Instead of reasoning in terms of well-deﬁned markets
and of behavior functions, Modigliani manipulates rather mechanically,
though correctly, his IS and LM equations. A last example of the dif-
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markup pricing (1963, 91). The assumption of markup pricing is clearly
incompatible with a tâtonnement setting in which agents are assumed to
be price takers.
Two points have been made in this section. I have shown that Modi-
gliani’s “Mid-50’s model” was strongly inﬂuenced by Patinkin. How-
ever, it must also be realized that Modigliani did not fully rally behind
Patinkin’s standpoint. In particular, he stopped short of adopting two ba-
sic features of the Walrasian approach, the budget constraint and the tâ-
tonnement method.
4. A Bifurcation That Was Not Taken
My above analysis runs counter to the standard conception of the his-
tory of IS-LM as a steady accumulation of knowledge beginning in 1937
andculminatinginthe1960s.Patinkin’sgeneralequilibriummethodsig-
niﬁcantly contributed to the advancement of the standard model. How-
ever, if the accumulation story were right, Patinkin’s model should have
replaced Modigliani’s 1944 model as the referential version of IS-LM.
This did not happen. The right perspective to adopt, then, is Axel Lei-
jonhufvud’s, when proposing to consider the history of economics as
forming a decision tree.16 In this perspective, Patinkin’s work should be
viewedashavingopenedamethodologicalbifurcation,proposingaWal-
rasian way to practice general equilibrium analysis as an alternative to
Modigliani’s Marshallian way. Yet, oddly enough, that bifurcation was
not perceived as such and hence remained unexploited.17
An in-depth analysis of Modigliani’s 1944 paper shows that his ap-
proach was non-Walrasian (in the radical sense of this modiﬁer). True,
in the beginning of his article, he referred to theWalrasian system as the
“only rigorous procedure” to deal with general equilibrium.Yet he soon
discardeditas“cumbersomeandnotwellsuitedtoanessentiallyliterary
exposition” (1944, 46). No sign of anyWalrasian inspiration is present in
the remainder of his article.As seen above, whenever Modigliani faced a
difﬁculty, the solution he proposed was Marshallian. Marshallian traits
are less present in the 1963 paper, yet the lack of any reference to the
16. “It is useful to think of the history of our subject as forming a decision tree. Major
economists force their contemporaries to face choices—choices of what to ask, what to as-
sume, what to regard as evidence and what methods and models to employ—and persuade the
profession or some faction of it to follow the choice they make. The path that any particular
school has followed traces a sequence of such decisions” (Leijonhufvud 1994, 148).
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tâtonnement and to the Walrasian budget constraints suggests he was
not more Walrasian than in 1944.18 In other words, the Walrasian theory
was actually alien to Modigliani’s IS-LM. These elements are consistent
with the fact that IS-LM was a general equilibrium model inspired by
the General Theory and therefore rooted in the Marshallian school of
thought.
In this context, Patinkin’s approach marked a breach with Modiglia-
ni’s conception of IS-LM. Whereas Modigliani developed IS-LM with-
out trying to relate its structure to a fully articulated general equilibrium
theory, Patinkin aimed at founding his model in the Walrasian general
equilibriumtheory.Thedifferencebetweentheirrespectiveattemptswas
more than just a matter of degree. A difference in research programs
was involved. The program derived from Modigliani aimed to extend
the scope of IS-LM (open economy, Phillips curve, macroeconometric
applications) and to deepen the understanding of its components (the
consumptionfunction,theinvestmentfunction,etc.)whilekeepingthem
insulated from each other. The emphasis was put on the pragmatic ap-
plications of IS-LM. Instead, Patinkin’s method called for a synthesis
between the macroeconomics inspired by the General Theory and the
Walrasian theory of price, with the emphasis put on the logical consis-
tency of the general apparatus. As I have shown in section 3, Patinkin
was not followed by the economists of his generation. IS-LM did not
becometheHicks-Modigliani-Patinkinmodel,andtheresearchprogram
of the “neoclassical synthesis” remained the Modigliani program.
These remarks are made in hindsight for the protagonists of this story,
and, in particular, Patinkin did not see the matter as I do.While Patinkin
opened a new bifurcation on the economic theory decision tree, he did it
unwittingly.Hislackofawarenesspersistedovertimeastwosubsequent
papers, published in 1990, testify to. The most noticeable, presented at a
conferencefortheﬁftiethanniversaryofHicks’smodel(Patinkin1990a),
was titled “In Defence of IS-LM.” Patinkin contended that IS-LM was,
ﬁrst, a “valid representation of the General Theory” and, second, a “use-
ful analytical construct.” Patinkin (1990b) developed the same theme
when examining critically various post-Keynesian interpretations of
Keynes. These two texts show that Patinkin ranked himself among the
promotersoftheIS-LMmodel.Yet,aboveall,theybuttresshowmuchhe
18.A Marshallian reference appears when Modigliani (1963, 89) states that he derives a
“relation between P/W and X, which represents in essence the Marshallian short-run supply
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underestimated the distance between the version of IS-LM in Money, In-
terest,andPrices and the standard version. Only one difference between
them is mentioned in these papers, namely, that Modigliani considered a
rigid wages-cum-ﬂexible-prices model featuring a “permanent” or
“long-run unemployment equilibrium,” while his own model was a
ﬁxed-price model, the equilibrium of which was interpreted as a “Mar-
shallian short-run unemployment equilibrium” (1990a, 125; 1990b,
213).
Against my above analysis, such an assessment is most surprising.
The aspects pertaining to the foundations of IS-LM are now totally ne-
glected.Patinkinendsupassumingthatasingleframeworkexists,which
could be the vehicle for two distinct interpretations of Keynes, his in-
terpretation in terms of unemployment disequilibrium and Modigliani’s
interpretation in terms of wage rigidity and unemployment equilibrium.
If my above analysis is correct, Patinkin’s remark makes no sense. It
totally eschews what I view as the main difference between him and
Modigliani, conﬁrming that inventors of models can go astray when it
comes to putting models in perspective.19
Why did Patinkin as well as his contemporaries fail to realize the true
nature of his contribution? The fact that IS-LM stemmed from the Mar-
shallian tradition means that it was developed without the help of a fully
speciﬁed general equilibrium theory. The absence of an identiﬁed Mar-
shallian general equilibrium model can then explain why Patinkin did
not perceive the Marshallian ascendancy of IS-LM. For him, as a gen-
eral equilibrium model it was necessarily Walrasian (cf. De Vroey, this
volume). Most of his contemporaries were actually of the same opinion
(which moreover is still prevailing at present) that any model that was
generalequilibriumwasautomaticallyWalrasian.Thiswasdeﬁnitelythe
case for the early promoters of IS-LM. They believed that IS-LM was
linked in some way to the Walrasian model, an idea that was explicitly
put forward by Lawrence Klein ([1947] 1966, 56–57) in his Keynesian
Revolution:
19. I believe the contention that economists can develop theoretical ideas without fully re-
alizing their implications would not have seemed outrageous to Patinkin, who once wrote that
it was “this personal experience of knowing, but not knowing—knowing something, but not
realizing its ‘obvious’ implications for other problems with which I was concurrently dealing
until a later point of time, an experience that I have had on other occasions as well—that has
stronglyinﬂuencedmysubsequentworkinthehistoryofdoctrines,especiallythatdealingwith
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A problem which has never been adequately considered by Keynes-
ians is the derivation of a theory in terms of communities of individ-
uals and groups of commodities from a basic theory in terms of in-
dividuals and single commodities. In modern economic terminology
this is the problem of passing from micro to macro economics, i.e.,
aggregation....T h etheories of individual behavior provide a com-
plete set of inter-relationships within the economy; e.g., they give us
the demand-and-supply relationships of every commodity in the sys-
tem. This is the famous Walrasian system of general equilibrium.
This passage introduced Klein’s presentation of the components of IS-
LM, showing that he considered IS-LM as a simpliﬁed version of the
Walrasian system. The same view appears in Lange’s founding contri-
bution, “The Rate of Interest and the Optimum Propensity to Consume,”
whichstatedthattheequationY = C+I corresponded“tothesumofthe
budget equations in the Walrasian system” (1938, 22–23). Modigliani’s
reference to the Walrasian system as the “only rigorous procedure” to
“set up a system of equations describing the relation between the vari-
able to be analyzed” on page 46 of his 1944 paper is a further example.
However, all these economists hardly went further than these general
statements, remaining unaware of the non-Walrasian character of their
macro models. Only Patinkin systematically attempted to relate IS-LM
and the Walrasian model. However, he overlooked the fact that the Wal-
rasian foundation he was so eager to keep was absent from the other
models.
5. Conclusion
I have shown that Patinkin’s model is superior to Modigliani’s 1944 IS-
LM model. Modigliani lacked an adequate method to deal with general
equilibrium. In contrast, because of his Walrasian approach, Patinkin
was able to complete, to correct, and to clarify the IS-LM model. How-
ever, in spite of its superiority, Patinkin’s Walrasian recasting of the
IS-LM did not replace Modigliani’s model as the referential version of
IS-LM.Money,Interest,andPricesplayedanimportantroleintheteach-
ing of economics at the graduate level, but when it came to textbooks,
Modigliani’s 1944 model prevailed (cf. Branson 1979 or Sargent 1987).
The fate of Patinkin’s model becomes intelligible when considered
from the viewpoint of Leijonhufvud’s conception of history as forming a214 Goulven Rubin
decisiontree.InthehistoryofIS-LM,Patinkin’sworkmarkedamethod-
ological bifurcation, opening a route departing from the original con-
ception of IS-LM associated with Hicks and Modigliani and which was
Marshallian in spirit. Unfortunately, Patinkin himself did not realize the
true nature of his contribution.
If Patinkin’s option had no sequel in the 1960s, the route he opened
was taken up later. In the 1970s, “disequilibrium” theorists (e.g., Barro
and Grossman 1971) returned to the task of constructing a Keynesian
model starting from the Walrasian model. This attempt was short-lived,
as it was dethroned by the new classical revolution that marked the real
takeoff of a purelyWalrasian macroeconomics.The connection between
this new bifurcation in the history of macroeconomics and Patinkin’s
work shall be the subject of further research.
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